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Activity 4.2 Listening to Understand1

Description
This activity is designed to help participants become aware of specific elements of listening and to
practice using these elements to actively listen to another person.

Learning Goals
● Learn specific elements and strategies of listening
● Practice active listening 
● Reflect on the experience of listening in terms of both content and process to explore how active

listening can be applied regularly in all facets of daily life

Practice (50 minutes)

Step One Reflect on the following questions. Write down your responses.
● Do you consider yourself a good listener?
● Are you more comfortable listening or talking?
● How do you know if someone is really listening to you?

5 min

Step Two As a group, consider the following listening concepts and record on a
flip chart or white board the reactions, thoughts, and questions about each.

● Silence is golden 
● Try not to relate the experience you are hearing to yourself
● Be conscious of body language 
● Hear what is not said
● Balance

● Open-ended questions elicit more information
● Closed-ended questions allow you to control the

conversation
● Don’t ask excessive questions

● Checking understanding: recapping or paraphrasing what you heard
to validate and clarify

10 min
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Step Three Arrange the chairs so that they are either in concentric circles with the
chairs facing each other or in short rows with chairs facing each other. Each
person should be facing only one other person, so they are in pairs. Take
into account that you will be switching pairs a few times, so make it easy for
that to happen. After each round, one group will get up and move to the
chair to their right (for example, the inner circle in the concentric circles) so
that they will have a new partner.  If you are in rows rather than circles, have
one row (for example the back row) move to the next chair to the right and
have the person on the end loop around to the other side.

Make sure everyone is in a chair facing one other person.

5 min

Step Four Round 1 - Practice Active Listening. the inner circle will be the “listeners”
and the outer circle will be the “speakers.”

The listener is going to try to practice the following goals:
● Silence is golden 
● Try not to relate the experience to yourself
● Be conscious of body language 
● Hearing what is not said

If you are assigned to “speak,” your challenge is to continue talking for the
entire time.

If you are assigned to “listen,” you should not speak during this round. You
will not get a chance to respond to this person so you don’t need to worry
about what you would say next. You are simply listening. 

For two minutes, the speaker will talk about the following prompt:

● Share a life transition you’ve experienced.

Stop immediately at the 2-minute mark. 

Thank the person you have spoken with.

5 min

Step Five Round 2. The inner circle will move over one seat to the right, while the
outer circle remains where they are.

Each person now has a new partner. Flip the roles for this round so that if
you listened last time, you are speaking this time and vice versa.  

For two minutes, the speaker will talk about the following prompt:

● Share a life transition you’ve experienced.

Stop immediately at the 2-minute mark. 

Thank the person you have spoken with.

5 min
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Step Six Round 3 - Practice Active Listening + Dialoguing. The inner circle will
move over one seat to the right again, while the outer circle remains where
they are. 

Again, each person now has a new partner.

This round, practice the following elements of listening – which include
dialoguing:

Goals:
● Balance

● Open-ended questions elicit more information
● Closed-ended questions allow you to control the

conversation
● Don’t ask excessive questions

● Checking understanding: recapping or paraphrasing what you heard
to validate and clarify

You will have three minutes for this round. While the speaker responds to
the prompt below, the listener may ask two or three thoughtful questions. Do
not express statements (“I totally agree!”) – only ask questions (“Was there
a person that was important in your life then?”)

For 3 minutes, the speaker will respond to the following prompt with the
listener asking a few questions:

● What is your most significant gift?

5 min

Step Seven For round 4, stay with the same person you were with in Round 3. Switch
roles but use the same prompt.

Tip: The activity is significantly more powerful if used with a particular
content area and it works very well with issues that can be challenging for
people to discuss. In those cases, you could use the activity to focus on the
process of listening one day, and then on a later occasion, bring in a content
area once students are familiar with the process elements of listening. 

5 min

Step Eight Debrief. Review some of these process questions as a group:
● What did you learn about how you listen? About how you speak?
● What emotion did you pick up on from the person you spoke with in

each round? Was it different depending on the round/prompt and if
so, why might that be?

● What did you learn about power dynamics in Round 1? 
● As the questioner, was it hard to listen while also thinking of

questions to ask? What about thinking about what you were going
to say when it was your turn for a prompt?

Review these content questions as a group: 
● Was the second prompt harder? Is it harder to talk about our gifts

than our challenges?  
● Did your questioner ask good questions? If so, give us an

example.  
● What are some insights you might share?

10 min
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Reflection Assignment
● Sometimes, just reminding yourself of these active listening elements before a conversation on a

controversial content area is helpful. How might you make a habit of this practice? 
● What might you experience if you practiced these listening elements regularly in daily life?
● Think about how listening occurs or doesn’t occur when discussing controversial or complex

topics in our society and talk about how listening could connect to dialoguing about these issues
to look for common ground. 

Practice Journal
This week, commit to actively listening one time in the coming week and write about it.  

Dive Deeper: Additional Resources

● Berg-Weger (2016). Introduction to Social Work and Social Welfare 4th Edition. Routledge. Pp.
456-458.


